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Paper Teeth
Lauralyn Chow
Paper Teeth follows the lives of the Lees, a Canadian-Chinese family and their
friends who reside in Edmonton, Alberta. The inter-connected stories are fun, funny,
and heart-warming journeys about the pursuit of identity and the crafting of home.

Lost Animal Club
Kevin A. Couture
In his debut story collection, Kevin A. Couture creates a world where the veneer of
humanness stretches thin and often cracks as a menagerie of burdened characters
reveal their beast-like traits.

Border Markers
Jenny Ferguson
After the accidental death of a local teen, the Lansing family has split along fault
lines once hidden under a patina of suburban banality. Told in thirty-three flash-fiction
narratives, Border Markers is fractured like the psyches of its characters.

The Extra Cadaver Murder
Roy Innes
RCMP Inspector Coswell is back on the case after a professor is garroted and his
corpse is discovered in spectacular fashion: nude on a slab alongside shrouded
medical cadavers prepared for a first-year anatomy class.

Where The Truth Lies
Selected Essays

Rudy Wiebe, edited by Smaro Kamboureli
Where The Truth Lies collects forty years of essays and speeches that award-winning
author Rudy Wiebe has crafted. In this illuminating and wide-ranging selection,
Wiebe reveals his thought processes as he worked on many of his great books.
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The Cowboy Legend

Owen Wister’s Virginian and the Canadian-American Frontier
John Jennings
With an impressive range of scholarship and archival research, this realistic study
of the cowboy frontier provides an intriguing account of Owen Wister, and his
creation of the cowboy mystique.

Vulnerability and Adaptation to Drought
The Canadian Prairies and South America
Harry Diaz, Margot Hurlbert, Jim Warren
This book describes the impact of droughts on prairie agriculture, and provides
insights into the cause of drought, suggesting measures to reduce the vulnerabiltiy
of prairie communities.

The Frontier of Patriotism

Alberta and the First World War
Adriana A. Davies & Jeff Keshen
This book provides an in-depth look at all aspects of Alberta’s involvement in WWI,
reflecting Albertans’ experiences both on the battlefield and on the home front.
Readers will come away with a deeper appreciation for how WWI shaped Albertans.
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The Weather Inside
Emily Saso
When her husband returns to the Jehovah’s Witnesses, her estranged mother wants
back in, and the snow, invisible to everyone but Avery, piles up and up and up, Avery
is forced to face her greatest fears. A twisted, darkly funny, and redemptive tale.

Teardown
Clea Young
In these arresting twelve stories, Clea Young navigates the whitewater of relationships — familial, romantic, between friends old and new — paying homage to our
missteps, our foibles, and ultimately to the complicated hearts that comprise a life.
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The Loxleys and Confederation

Mark Zuehlke, Niigaanwewidam James Sinclair, Claude St. Aubin,
Alexander Finbow, Christopher Chuckry
From first contact to Confederation, this award-winning graphic novel sweeps the reader
on an adventure through history as the second-largest nation in the world is born.
“Informative, engaging, even-handed, and intensely gripping, this account of ordinary
people at the core of grand historical accomplishments is an astonishingly readable
chronicle which again proves one of my most fervently held beliefs: comics are the
perfect means to marry learning with fun and a well-made graphic treatise is an
unbeatable mode with which to elucidate, educate, and enjoy.”
— Win Wiacek, Comics Review

Jacqueline The Singing Crow
Mandi Kujawa, Claude St. Aubin
“A sweet story that teaches children about the importance of being yourself and
having the confidence to keep trying . . . likely to become a cherished story time
read for many children. Highly recommended.” — Canadian Materials

Shame Trilogy

Collectors edition
Lovern Kindzierski, John Bolton
A perfect gift for art, fantasy, and fable lovers, this book is a Sci-Fi Book Club of
America book of the month. When the kindest woman allows herself one selfish wish,
it is enough to conceive the most powerful and evil woman the world has witnessed.

Robbie Burns: Witch Hunter
Emma Beeby, Gordon Rennie, Tiernen Trevallion
The true story of the beloved poet who was forced to win his soul back after a drunken
encounter with Old Clootie himself. A Christmas pick ahead of Burns Night in January.
A great gift for lovers of adventure, monsters and all things Scottish.
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Stop Making Art and Die
Survival Activities for Artists
Rich Théroux
Far beyond a colouring book, Stop Making Art and Die makes it impossible not to
succeed and flourish as an artist. Rich Théroux gets you not only drawing, colouring,
and designing, but immerses you into the meaning and well-being of art.
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Ten Canadian Writers in Context

Marie Carrière, Curtis Gillespie, Jason Purcell
This anthology offers samples from some of Canada’s most exciting writers of fiction,
nonfiction, and poetry. From the east coast of Newfoundland to Kitamaat territory on
British Columbia’s central coast, there is a story for everyone.

Rising Abruptly
Stories

Gisèle Villeneuve
These short stories test the elastic pull between passion and terror. For inspiration,
Villeneuve turned to her personal history to examine what lures urban dwellers
outdoors, to test themselves against peaks and valleys.

Crow Never Dies

Life on the Great Hunt
Larry Frolick
Author Larry Frolick takes the reader deep into one of the last refuges of hunting
societies: Canada’s far north. His detailed observations of the Great Hunt illuminate
the northern wilderness, its people, and their complex relationships.

Farm Workers in Western Canada
Injustices and Activism

Shirley A. McDonald & Bob Barnetson
Farm workers are the faceless multitudes driving agriculture production. Many
workers, men, women, and children are injured and even killed at work. These nine
essays look at the origin, work conditions, and precarious lives of farm workers.
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The Primary Care Toolkit for Anxiety and Related Disorders
Quick, Practical Solutions for Assessment and Management
Dr. Bianca Lauria-Horner
Primary care physicians know that whatever other health problems they face during a
shift, they will encounter anxiety. Dr. Lauria-Horner has created this essential toolkit
of diagnostic and treatment strategies for every health professional.

